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Abstract: For more than 20 years, yeast has been a widely used system for the expression of human
membrane transporters. Among them, more than 400 are members of the largest transporter family,
the SLC superfamily. SLCs play critical roles in maintaining cellular homeostasis by transporting
nutrients, ions, and waste products. Based on their involvement in drug absorption and in several
human diseases, they are considered emerging therapeutic targets. Despite their critical role in human
health, a large part of SLCs’ is ‘orphans’ for substrate specificity or function. Moreover, very few data
are available concerning their 3D structure. On the basis of the human health benefits of filling these
knowledge gaps, an understanding of protein expression in systems that allow functional production
of these proteins is essential. Among the 500 known yeast species, S. cerevisiae and P. pastoris represent
those most employed for this purpose. This review aims to provide a comprehensive state-of-the-
art on the attempts of human SLC expression performed by exploiting yeast. The collected data
will hopefully be useful for guiding new attempts in SLCs expression with the aim to reveal new
fundamental data that could lead to potential effects on human health.

Keywords: yeast; expression; SLC transporter

1. Introduction

Transporters account for 10% of the human genome. They regulate the flux of different
molecules such as sugars, amino acids, ions, lipids, vitamins, and catabolites through
plasma and subcellular membranes [1]. In addition to their physiological roles, many trans-
porters are involved in drug absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion (ADME)
processes. Moreover, many drugs can interact with membrane transporters, leading to
side effects [2]. Indeed, about 60% of FDA-approved drug targets are membrane proteins,
including a growing number of transporters [3,4]. A well-established functional classifi-
cation categorizes transport proteins in channels and permeases. Channels catalyze the
transport of ions down their electrochemical gradient, with a turnover rate up to 108 s−1.
Permeases are involved in the transport of many different molecules with a lower turnover
rate. On the basis of the transport driving force, permeases can be subdivided in primary
and secondary active transporters [5]. The first use ATP hydrolysis to drive the trans-
port of molecules against their concentration gradient. The secondary active transporters
retrieve the driving force from the concentration gradient of the transported substrates
and are grouped into symporters, antiporters, and uniporters. The uniporters catalyze
the substrate movement in a thermodynamically favorable direction; the symporters or
antiporters catalyze co-transport of more molecules in the same or in the opposite direction,
respectively [5,6]. Among the transporters, the SoLute Carrier (SLC) superfamily currently
includes 458 proteins grouped into 65 families [7,8]. Member proteins within each family
share at least 20–25% sequence similarity with at least one other member of the family [7,9].
The number of members within the SLC families is heterogeneous, ranging from only
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one (SLC32, SLC40, SLC48, SLC50, SLC53, SLC61, SLC62, and SLC64) to 53 members
for the largest family: SLC25, the mitochondrial carrier family [7]. The members of this
superfamily act as secondary active transporters [10]. Regarding the molecular mechanism
of transport, the secondary active transporters use the “alternating access” transport mech-
anism in which the ligand binding site is available on only one side of the membrane at a
time; then, as a consequence of the substrate interaction, a protein conformational change
does occur and the substrate is transported to the other side of the membrane [11]. Three
major types of alternating access mechanisms have been described for SLC transporters:
the rocker-switch, the gated pore and the elevator mechanism [10]. Analyzing hydropa-
thy plots, the SLC transporters are predicted to present between 1–16 transmembrane
domains (TMD), although in more than 80% of the members the number of TMD is be-
tween 7 and 12 [12]. Despite their role in human pathophysiology and the efforts employed
in fulfilling knowledge of them, about 30% of the SLC members are still “orphans”, with
no structural and functional data available [7,13]. The reason for this gap in information
lies in the difficulty in expressing, purifying, and assaying the function of this kind of
proteins [14]. These difficulties arise from the hydrophobic nature of the TMD and, in
some cases, from very large (about 100 amino acids) hydrophilic moieties which connect
TMDs [15,16]. Different expression hosts, either prokaryotic or eukaryotic, have been
adopted with success allowing structure/function studies on SLC transporters such as,
E. coli [17], L. lactis [18], S. cerevisiae [19], P. pastoris [20], S. frugiperda [21], HEK293F [22].
However, less than 10% of the human SLCs structure has been solved [23]. Due to very
low cultivation costs, fast growth, easy handiness, and absence of toxicity, Escherichia coli is
the most used host for protein over-expression. In particular, BL21(DE3) and its derivative
strains are the most commonly used for heterologous membrane protein production [23].
Even though widely exploited for protein over-expression, in the case of human membrane
transporters, E. coli could be ineffective, leading to the inclusion of a bodies formation
from which it is difficult to recover the target protein in an active folded form [24,25]. On
the other side, expression in insect or mammalian cell systems is characterized by high
cultivation costs, slow growth, and needs special equipment, often resulting in low yield.
A good middle ground is represented by the yeast expression system [26] which combines
the advantages of ease of manipulation, fast growth, low cost of production, eukaryotic
protein processing [27] (which can facilitate the expression of correctly-folded eukaryotic
proteins) [28], heterodimer formation, and prosthetic group association to the recombinant
proteins [29]. Moreover, the localization of an expressed membrane transporter in the
yeast membrane can facilitate its recovery in a folded state [30]. Indeed, in this milieu, the
human membrane proteins can find a more similar phospholipid/sterol composition with
respect to the bacterial hosts [31]; furthermore, the possibility of increasing culture volume
to obtain large quantities of folded protein [31,32] can be exploited either for functional or
structural studies [20,33,34]. Indeed, yeast and especially P. pastoris can reach extremely
high biomass, thus obviating the need to achieve extremely high levels of overexpression
that could result in the aggregation and denaturation of membrane proteins.

The following sections will provide a comprehensive overview of the employment of
yeast in human SLC transporters expression and the resulting most relevant knowledge
acquired on their function.

2. Yeasts as a System for Heterologous Expression of Human SLC Transporters

A similar cellular architecture with respect to higher eukaryotes, sharing most of the
metabolic and cellular pathways, and its simplicity in molecular and genetic manipula-
tions make yeast particularly suited to produce human proteins for structure-function
studies [35–37]. Indeed, yeast can perform many eukaryote-specific post-translational
modifications such as proteolytic digestion, disulfide bridge formation, and some type of
glycosylation [38]. However, differently from other eukaryotes, no trimming of mannose
residues occurs in yeast [39]. Several yeast strains have been developed in which glycan
remodeling has been induced, specifically deleting genes coding for glycosyltransferases
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and expressing the genes that carry out mammalian-specific glycosylation [40–44]. In-
deed, DNA can be introduced or removed into/from the yeast chromosomes, enabling the
creation of unique protein expression strains [45–47]. This “genetic” approach is largely
used in yeast by exploiting homologous recombination: yeast transformation triggers the
recombination between yeast sequences carried on the plasmid and homologous sequences
in the yeast genome. This approach can serve different aims (Figure 1).
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2.1. The Homologous Recombination

The observation that linear DNA fragments can efficiently promote recombination in
S. cerevisiae led to the development of several methods for DNA manipulation in yeast [48].
Transformation has been used to clone genes by genetic complementation [49], to clone
functional chromosomal components such as origins of replication [50], centromeres [51],
and telomeres [52], and to clone functional suppressors acting as dominant negative mu-
tants [53]. Recombination-based DNA manipulation methods also include integrative DNA
transformation, which is used to induce gene deletion [54], and allele rescue which involves
the transplacement of a mutation from the chromosome onto a plasmid-derived copy of that
gene (Table 1) [55]. Indeed, homologous recombination in Saccharomyces cerevisiae can be
considered as an easy and highly efficient cloning alternative. Yeast recombination cloning
allows in a single step the assembly of multiple DNA fragments, deriving for example from
many PCR reactions [56] (Figure 1). It is extremely efficient, requiring only 29 nucleotides
of overlapping sequences that can be added to the synthesized oligonucleotides. Starting
from these observations, by exploiting homologous recombination a yeast cloning cassette
was used to point out a versatile method called any-gene-any-plasmid (AGAP) allowing
the cloning of any gene (or combination of DNA fragments) into any vector in a single step
without the need for ligase or a molecular cloning kit [57]. Towards the aim of obtaining
the expression of a membrane transporter different aspects must be taken into account to
transform yeast with the gene of interest (Figure 2).
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Table 1. Yeast strains and genotypes.

Host Strain Genotype Feature References

P. pastoris KM71H aox1::ARG4, arg4 Strain with MutS phenotype [58]

P. pastoris SMD1168H pep4 Strain without protease A activity [59]

S. cerevisiae PAP1500 MATα ura3-52 trp1::GAL10-GAL4 lys2-801 leu2∆1 his3∆200pep4::HIS3prb1∆1.6Rcan1GAL Overexpression of the Gal4 transcription factor [60]

S. cerevisiae AB11c ena1-4∆nhx1∆nha1∆ Deletion of endogenous cation/proton
antiporters and pumps [61]

S. cerevisiae MSY6210 MAT α leu2-3,112 ura3-52 his3200 trp1-901lys2-801suc2-9 smf1::HIS3,smf2::KANR Deletion of Mg2+ transporters [62]

S. cerevisiae MSY6211 MAT a leu2-3,112 ura3-52 his3200 trp1-901 ade2-101 suc2-9 smf3::LEU2 Deletion of Mg2+ transporters [62]

P. pastoris GS115 his4 Deletion of histidinol dehydrogenase [63]

S. cerevisiae EBY.S7 MATα hxt1-17∆gal2∆agt1∆stl1∆leu2-3,112 ura3-52 trp1-289 his3-∆1 MAL2–8c SUC2 hxt∆fgy1 Deletion of hexose transporters [64]

S. cerevisiae EBY.F4–1 MATα hxt1-17∆gal2∆agt1∆stl1∆leu2-3,112 ura3-52 trp1-289 his3-∆1 MAL2–8c SUC2 hxt∆fgy1 fgy41 Deletion of hexose transporters [64]

S. cerevisiae EBY.VW4000 MATa leu2-3,112 ura3-52 trp1-289 his3-1 MAL2-8c SUC2 ∆hxt1-17 ∆gal2 ∆stl1::loxP ∆agt1::loxP ∆mph2::loxP
∆mph3::loxP Deletion of hexose transporters [65]

S. cerevisiae SDY.022 MATa leu2-3,112 ura3-52 trp1-289 his3-∆1 MAL2-8C SUC2 ∆hxt1-17 ∆gal2 ∆agt1 ∆stl1 fgy1-1 erg4::kanMX Deletion of hexose transporters [66]

S. cerevisiae BJ5457 MATα ura3-52 trp1 lys2-801 leu2-∆1 his3-∆200 pep4:HIS3 prb1-delta1.6R can1 GAL Protease deficient [67]

S. cerevisiae RE700A MATa hxt1::HIS3::hxt4 hxt5::LEU2 hxt2::HIS3hxt3::LEU2::hxt6 hxt7::HIS3 Deletion of hexose transporters [68]

S. cerevisiae BY4742 MATα his3∆1 leu2∆0 lys2∆0 ura3∆ Minimize homologous recombination [59]

S. cerevisiae BY4742 GEV MATa, (PGAL10+gal1)∆::loxP, leu2∆0::PACT1-GEV-NatMX, gal4∆::LEU2, HAP1+ Minimize homologous recombination [69]

P. pastoris SMD1168H pep4 Protease A deficiency [59]

S. cerevisiae FAB158 MATa his3- ∆200 leu2- ∆1 lys2-801 trp1- ∆1 ade2-101 ura3-52 tat2 ∆::HIS3 Deletion of tryptophan transporter [70]

S. cerevisiae TMY203 MATa his3- ∆200 leu2- ∆1 lys2-801 trp1- ∆1 ade2-101 ura3-52 tat1 ∆::kanMX4 tat2∆::LEU2 Deletion of tryptophan transporters [70]

S. cerevisiae FAY18A MATa his3- ∆200 leu2- ∆1 lys2-801 trp1- ∆1 ade2-101 ura3-52 HPG1-1, Rsp5P514T Deletion of Rsp5 ubiquitin ligase [70]

S. cerevisiae XPY1263a MATa thi3∆::natMX thi7D::kanMX Deletion of thiamine transporter [71]

S. cerevisiae BY4741mp MATa; his3∆1; leu2∆0; met15∆0; ura3∆0; mir1∆; pic2∆ Deletion of phosphate and copper transporter [72]

S. cerevisiae BY4741 pic2∆ MATa, leu2,met15, ura3, his3, PIC2::KANMX Deletion of copper transporter [73]

S. cerevisiae WB-12 MATα ade2-1 trp1-1 ura3-1 can1-100 aac1::LEU2 aac2::HIS3 Deletion of adenine nucleotide carriers [74]
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Table 1. Cont.

Host Strain Genotype Feature References

S. cerevisiae JL1-3∆2 Matα leu2-3,112 his3-11,15 ade2-1 trp1-1 ura3-1can1-100 anc1::LEU2 ∆ anc2::HIS3 anc3::URA3 Deletion of adenine nucleotide carriers [75]

S. cerevisiae W303-B1 Mata; ade2-1; his3-11, -15; leu2-3, -112; ura3-1; canR; cyr+ Poor leucine uptake [76]

S. cerevisiae W303-1A MATa: ade2-2; trp1-1; can1-100; leu2-3, 112; his 3-11, 15; ura3-1 Poor leucine uptake [77]

S. cerevisiae W303 MATa/MATα (leu2-3,112 trp1-1 can1-100 ura3-1 ade2-1 his3-11,15) [phi+] Poor leucine uptake [78]

S. cerevisiae W303 Wagc1∆ Mat a/Mat a, ura3-1/ura3-1, trp1- ∆2/trp1- ∆2, leu2-3,112/leu2-3,112, his3-11/his3-11, ade2-1/ade2-1,
can1-100/can1-100 Poor leucine uptake; deletion of AGC1 carrier [79]

S. cerevisiae PW001 BY4741 agc1∆::URA3 Deletion of AGC1 carrier [80]

S. cerevisiae PW002 BY4741 agc1∆::HIS3 Deletion of AGC1 carrier [80]

S. cerevisiae ∆Arg11 Y02386 MATa; his3∆1; leu2∆0; met15∆0; ura3D0; YOR130c::KanMX4 Deletion of ornithine transporter 1 [81]

S. cerevisiae ∆Ant1 BJ1991 MATa, leu2, trp1, ura3-251, prb1-1122, and pep4-3 Deletion of ANT1 carrier [82]

S. cerevisiae TCY119 MAT α ura3–52 leu2–3, 112 trp1-∆1 ade2 his3-∆1::hisG aac1-∆1::hisG aac2-∆1::kanMX6 aac3-∆1::hisG [r+,
TRP1] Deletion of AAC1, AAC2 and AAC3 carriers [83]

S. cerevisiae W303 his3-11,15; ade2-1; leu2-3,112; ura3-1; trp1-1; can1-100; RIM2/RIM2::kanMX Poor leucine uptake; deletion of pyrimidine
nucleotide carrier [84]

S. cerevisiae ST9352 MATa, aro10∆, pdc5∆, pTEF1->ARO7, pPGK1->ARO4, pTEF1->FjTAL, pTEF1->HsSLC25A44 Alteration of aromatic amino acid metabolism [85]

S. cerevisiae CEN.PK113-7D
ndt1∆ndt2∆ MATa MAL2-8c SUC2 ndt1∆ndt2∆ Deletion of NAD transporter [86]

S. cerevisiae BY4742 ndt1∆ndt2∆ MATα his3∆1 leu2∆0 lys2∆0 ura3∆0, ndt1∆ndt2∆ Deletion of NAD transporter [87]

S. cerevisiae FOH33 MATα MAL2-8c SUC2 his3∆ ura3-52 hfd1∆ pox1∆ faa1∆ faa4∆ adh6∆::kanMX gal80∆
gal1/10/7∆::(GAL7p-MmCAR-ADH1t)+(GAL3p-npgA-FBA1t); pAOH9 Deletion of alcohol dehydrogenase [88]

S. cerevisiae KY114 MATα, gal, ura3-52, trp1, lys2, ade2, his d2000 Deletion of thymidine transport [89]

S. cerevisiae BY4742-YBR021W MATα, his3, leu2, lys2, ura3, ∆FUR4 Deletion of uridine permease [90]

S. cerevisiae DY150 Mata ade2-1 his3-11 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 ura3-52 can1-100(oc) Deletion of Fe2+/Mn2+ transporter [91]

S. cerevisiae YPL1 MATα fui1 ∆::
HIS3, ura3-52, lys2-801, HIS3 ∆ Deletion of uridine permease [92]

S. cerevisiae W303-∆pep4 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 can1-100 ura3-1 ade2-1 hwas3-11,15 ∆ pep4 MATα Deletion of vacuolar endopeptidase Pep4 [93]

S. cerevisiae W303-1A MATa ade2-1, can1-100, cyh2, his3-11,15, leu1-c, leu2-3,112, trp1-1, ura3-1 No growth in absence of adenine [94]
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Table 1. Cont.

Host Strain Genotype Feature References

S. cerevisiae FGY217 MATα, ura3-52, lys2 ∆ 201 and pep4 ∆ Deletion of vacuolar endopeptidase Pep4 [95]

S. cerevisiae BY4743 Mata/α his3∆1/ his3∆1 leu2∆0/ leu2∆0 lys2∆0/+ met15∆0/+ ura3∆0/ ura3∆0 Essential genes deletion [96]

S. cerevisiae BY4743
∆pmr1::KanMX Mata/α his3∆1/ his3∆1 leu2∆0/ leu2∆0 lys2∆0/+ met15∆0/+ ura3∆0/ ura3∆0, ∆pmr1::KanMX Deletion of essential genes and Pmr1 Ca2+ and

Mn2+ transporter
[97]

S. cerevisiae ctr1 MATa ura3 lys2 ade2 trp1 his3 leu2 Dctr1::LEU2 Deletion of CTR1 transporter [98]

S. cerevisiae YPH499 MATa ura3-52 lys2-801ade2-101 trp1-∆63 his3-∆200 leu2-∆1 [99]

S. cerevisiae YPH500 MAT α/ura3–52/lys2–801/ade2–101/trp1-∆63/his3-∆200/leu2-∆1 [100]

S. cerevisiae STY50 MATa,his4-401,leu2-3,-112,trp1-1,ura3-52,HOL1-1,suc2::LEU2 Deletion of invertase 2 [101]

P. pastoris CBS7435 Wild type [102]

S. cerevisiae YPH501 MATa/MATα ura3-52/ura3-52 lys2-801/lys2-801 ade2-101/ade2-101 trp1-∆63/ trp1-∆63 his3- ∆200/his3- ∆200
Ieu2- ∆1/leu2- ∆1 [100]

S. cerevisiae CB001L MATα, leu2, trp1, ura3, prb−, pep4::LEU2 Deletion of vacuolar proteinase A and B [103]

S. cerevisiae JRY472 ∆mpc1/2/3 Deletion of pyruvate carriers [104]

S. cerevisiae BY4741 gdt1∆pmr1∆ MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 met15∆0 ura3∆0 gdt1::KanMX4 pmr1::KanMX4 Deletion of Ca2+ and Mg2+ transporters [105]
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2.2. Vector Choice

A yeast vector may exist as a self-replicating particle, independently of the yeast
genome, or be stably integrated into the yeast genome. This last case should be considered
to reduce expression fluctuations. Moreover, a chromosomally borne transgene confers
the advantage of a uniform cell population containing the transgene. In contrast, plasmid
numbers vary from cell-to-cell, with as many as 50% of cells in a culture under selection
lacking the plasmid. Yeast vectors can be grouped into five general classes, based on their
mode of replication in yeast: YIp, YRp, YCp, YEp, and YLp plasmids. Except for the YLp
plasmids (yeast linear plasmids), all these plasmids can be maintained in E. coli as well
as in S. cerevisiae and thus are referred to as shuttle vectors. Indeed, they contain two
types of selectable genes: plasmid-encoded drug resistance genes for bacterial selection
and a yeast gene which acts as dominant selectable marker only when the recipient yeast
cell has a recessive mutation in the corresponding chromosomal copy of the cloned gene
(See Section 2.3) [106]. Yeast integrating plasmids (YIp) contain selectable yeast genes
but lack sequences that allow autonomous replication of the plasmid in yeast. The fre-
quency of transformation of YIp plasmids is only 1 to 10 transformants/µg DNA, but
transformation frequency can be increased 10- to 1000-fold by linearizing the plasmid
within yeast sequences that are homologous to the intended site of integration on the yeast
chromosome [106]. Besides integrating vectors, there are three classes of circular yeast
plasmids characterized by extrachromosomal autonomous replication sequences (ARS)
which confer the ability to replicate autonomously: YRp (yeast replicating plasmids), YCp
(yeast centromeric plasmids), and YEp (yeast episomal plasmids). YRp plasmids have high
frequencies of transformation (103 to 104 transformants/µg DNA), but transformants are
very unstable both mitotically and meiotically. YRp plasmids can be present in high copy
number (up to 100 copies per plasmid-bearing cell, although the average copy number per
cell is 1 to 10). Introducing DNA portion from yeast centromeres into YRp-generated YCp
plasmids allows an increase in plasmid stability during mitosis and meiosis. These plas-
mids (present in 1 to 2 copies per cell), have a loss rate of approximately 1% per generation.
The increase in plasmid stability is fundamental for allowing protein production. The YEp
vectors contain sequences from a naturally occurring yeast plasmid called the 2 µ circle
and confer high transformation frequencies (∼104 to 105 transformants/µg DNA). Since
they are propagated quite stably through mitosis and meiosis in high copy number, these
plasmids are commonly used for high-level gene expression in yeast [106]. YLp (yeast
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linear plasmids) contain G-rich repeated sequences at their termini which act as telomeres
and allow the plasmid to replicate as a linear molecule. They are highly unstable due to
random segregation during mitosis. A crucial factor that drastically influences transcription
and consequently translation rate is the promoter region. Commonly used promoters can
be divided in two main classes: constitutive and inducible promoters (Table 2). Consti-
tutive promoters lead to stable expression levels across varying culture conditions, while
‘dynamic’ or inducible promoters drive huge changes in expression level in response to
specific stimuli [107] (Table 2).

Table 2. Plasmids: promoters and regulation.

Plasmid Promoter Type Gene Product Regulation References

pPICZB AOX Inducible Alcohol oxydase Methanol (+) [108]

pYES2 GAL1 Inducible Galactokinase Galactose (+)/Glucose (−) [109]

YEp4H7 HXT7 Constitutive hexose transporter HXT7 Low glucose (+) [110]

p426H7 HXT7 Constitutive hexose transporter HXT7 Low glucose (+) [110]

pVT102 ADH1 Constitutive Alcohol dehydrogenase I Ethanol (+) [111]

P426-GPD GPD Constitutive Glyceraldehyde—3 -phosphate
dehydrogenase Glucose [112,113]

pEMBLyex4 CYC-GAL Hybrid/inducible Cytochrome C1, GAL1-GAL10
intergenic promoter Galactose (+) [114]

p426MET25 MET25 Inducible methionine and cysteine synthase methionine (−) [115]

YEpM Pma1 Constitutive Plasma membrane H+-ATPase [67]

pPGK PGK1 Constitutive 3-phosphoglycerate kinase Glucose [61,116]

pYES2.1 GAL1 Inducible Galactokinase Galactose (+)/Glucose (−) [109]

pYES GAL1 Inducible Galactokinase Galactose (+)/Glucose (−) [109]

pPICHOLI AOX Inducible Alcohol oxydase Methanol (+) [108]

pSM1052 PGK1 Constitutive Phosphatidyl glycerol kinase—1 Glucose [61,116]

pPIC3L AOX Inducible Alcohol oxydase Methanol (+) [108]

pPIC3.5K AOX Inducible Alcohol oxydase Methanol (+) [108]

pRS315 TDH3 Constitutive Glyceraldehyde—3-phosphate
dehydrogenase Glucose [112,113]

pXP951 THI7 Thiamine transporter [71]

pCM188 CYC1 Constitutive Cytochrome c oxidase glucose (−) [117]

YEp352 Lac Inducible B-galactosidase Lactose (+) [72]

pRS314-YA2P yAAC2 Intrinsic Yeast ADP/ATP translocase Glucose (−) [74]

pRS424 yAAC2 Intrinsic Yeast ADP/ATP translocase Glucose (−) [74]

pYeDP-1/8-10 GAL10-CYC1 Hybrid/inducible Cytochrome C1, GAL10 promoter Galactose (+) [114]

pCGS110 GAL1 Inducible Galactokinase Galactose (+)/Glucose (−) [109]

pYeDP60 GAL10-CYC1 Hybrid/inducible Cytochrome C1, GAL10 promoter Galactose (+) [114]

pGal110 GAL1/GAL10 Inducible Galactokinase/epimerase glucose (−)/galactose (+) [109]

pCGS110 GAL1 Inducible Galactokinase Galactose (+)/Glucose (−) [109]

pYX142 TPI Constitutive Triose-phosphateisomerase [118]

pEL30 CTA1 Inducible Catalase Oleate (+) [119]

pESC-Leu2d GAL1 Inducible Galactokinase Galactose (+)/Glucose (−) [109]

pRS42H RIM2 Yeast mitochondrial pyrimidine
nucleotide carrier [84]
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Table 2. Cont.

Plasmid Promoter Type Gene Product Regulation References

pcfB9056 TEF Constitutive Translational elongation factor EF-1 α [120]

YCplac33-
NAT_MCART1 TEF Constitutive Translational elongation factor EF-1 α [120]

pRS415 TEF Constitutive Translational elongation factor EF-1 α [120]

pIYH01 HXT6, HXT7 Constitutive Hexose transporter 6 and 7 Low glucose (+) [88]

pYPGE15 PGK1 Constitutive 3-phosphoglycerate kinase Glucose [61,116]

pDDGFP-2 GAL1 Inducible Galactokinase Galactose (+)/Glucose (−) [109]

pPICZ AOX Inducible Alcohol oxydase Methanol (+) [108]

pYES-DEST52 GAL1 Inducible Galactokinase Galactose (+)/Glucose (−) [109]

pDB20 ADH1 Constitutive Alcohol dehydrogenase I Ethanol (+) [121]

pYEX-BX CUP1 Inducible metallothionein Cu(II) (+) [122]

pPIC9K AOX Inducible Alcohol oxydase Methanol (+) [108]

pKT∆ATG GPD Constitutive Glyceraldehyde—3-phosphate
dehydrogenase Glucose [113]

p426GFP GPD Constitutive Glyceraldehyde—3-phosphate
dehydrogenase Glucose [112,113]

pYEScupFLAGK or
pYEScupFLAGE CUP1 Inducible Metallothionein Cu(II) (+) [122]

pYEX-BESN CUP1 Inducible Metallothionein Cu(II) (+) [122]

pBEVY-GU GAL1 Inducible Galactokinase Galactose (+)/Glucose (−) [109]

pRS416 TPI1 Constitutive Triose-phosphate isomerase, [105]

pPICZA AOX Inducible Alcohol oxydase Methanol (+) [108]

Normally, constitutive strong promoters are used for biotechnological application to
produce high levels of non-toxic target. Sometimes, the constitutive expression of certain
proteins can be detrimental to cell growth due to product toxicity and the imposed metabolic
burden [123]. To overcome this problem, several attempts at promoter engineering have
been made aimed at tuning gene expression for biotechnological application [124].

2.3. Selection Strategies

The original and most commonly used strategy for the selection of transformed yeast
cells exploits the auxotrophic markers: TRP1 [125], HIS3 [126], LEU2, URA3 [127], MET15,
and ADE2 [128]. Expression plasmids are paired with available S. cerevisiae strains that
are auxotrophic for tryptophan, histidine, leucine, uracil, methionine, and adenosine,
respectively, by carrying full or functional knock-outs of these auxotrophic genes [129].
Besides auxotrophic markers, antibiotics can also be used as an alternative selection tool
in a rich growth medium. However, since antibiotics affect ribosome function, expression
studies should be performed in liquid media lacking antibiotics [129]. In the case of
P. pastoris, the transformant selection is mostly conducted by using the antibiotic Zeocin,
a member of the bleomycin/phleomycin family isolated from Streptomyces. Thus, clones
deriving from multiple integration events can be selected increasing Zeocin concentration.

2.4. Yeast Transformation Methods

Transformation is the process by which exogenous DNA is introduced into a cell,
resulting in an inheritable change or genetic modification [130]. Several methods have
been described for transforming yeast cells using both biological and physical methods,
and their efficiency has been improved over time [131–138]. The process depends on
endocytotic membrane invagination and cell wall structure alterations [139]. Among
the plethora of possibilities, the three most known methods are: electroporation [138],
lithium acetate [135], and spheroplasts methods [133]. Despite the good transformation
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frequency, the spheroplast method is not employed, probably because of the tedious
and complex procedure. The lithium method was published in 1983 [140] and is so far
considered the method of choice for the transformation of S. cerevisiae. The reason for the
effectiveness of this monovalent cation might be attributed to its mild chaotropic effect
during the transformation. Lithium acetate (LiAc) was found to be 1.7-fold more effective
than lithium chloride (LiCl). Importantly, lithium was not the sole contributor to the
transformation of intact cells: incubation of intact cells with polyethylene glycol (PEG) and
plasmid DNA is essential for transformation, a short heat shock at 42 ◦C of intact cells
with PEG and plasmid DNA enhances the transformation efficiency, and transformation of
the cells is most effective at the mid-log phase (OD610 = 1.6) [140]. The original protocol
has been modified improving the efficiency to 5 × 106–1 × 107/µg of plasmid DNA
from 108 cells by immediately mixing washed intact cells with PEG, LiAc, plasmid DNA
and single-stranded carrier DNA and incubating them at 42 ◦C for 40–60 min without
pretreatment [135]. Electroporation was firstly used to transform intact S. cerevisiae cells
by Hashimoto et al. [141]. Then, it started to be used as a general protocol for yeast
transformation. The optimal conditions were voltage of 900 V, electroporation of early
log-phase cells (OD600 = 0.3–1.0) in the presence of about 0.1 µg of plasmid DNA for high
transformation efficiency. The transformation efficiency was increased by adding 1 M
sorbitol up to 2–5 × 105 transformants/µg of plasmid DNA [142]. Furthermore, it has been
demonstrated that the pre-incubation of cells in the presence of both 100 mM LiAc and
10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) improved the transformation efficiency by one to two orders of
magnitude [137]. In the case of P. pastoris transformation, electroporation has become the
election method.

2.5. Saccharomyces Cerevisiae

S. cerevisiae, also known as brewer’s or baker’s yeast, is a single-celled, budding yeast,
approximately 5–10 µm in size. S. cerevisiae, unlike most other microorganisms, has both
a stable haploid and a stable diploid state. Thus, recessive mutations are conveniently
manifested in haploid strains, whereas complementation tests can be carried out by mating
two haploids to get a diploid and checking its phenotype [143]. Being “generally recog-
nized as safe” (GRAS), S. cerevisiae is a widely used model organism for diverse research,
biotechnological and pharmacological applications, including the production of antibod-
ies [144,145], G-protein-coupled receptors, transporters [146,147], and various therapeutic
proteins approved by FDA [148]. S. cerevisiae can grow both aerobically and anaerobically
on a variety of carbon sources and is able to use ammonia or urea as a nitrogen source. It
also requires sulfur and phosphorus in its growth media [26], with a doubling time of about
1.5–2.5 h at 30 ◦C [149]. Metals such as calcium, iron, magnesium, and zinc enhance its
growth [150]. In most eukaryotes, oxygen depletion triggers the switch from a respiratory
to a fermentative metabolism, while in S. cerevisiae this switch can occur in response to a
change in the external concentration of a fermentable carbon source such as glucose. The
growth curve of yeast cultured in the aerobic batch is characterized by a biphasic pattern.
In the first respiro-fermentative phase, most of the glucose is converted to ethanol, which
is subsequently metabolized to produce CO2 and water in the second phase [26]. This
ability to suppress the respiratory energy metabolism in the presence of oxygen in favor of
aerobic alcoholic fermentation at high growth rates is known as the Crabtree effect [151].
While ethanol is toxic for most microorganisms, S. cerevisiae tolerates high concentrations
(some strains up to 14%) [152]. Recombinant protein yields are usually highest before
yeast cells reach the end of this respiro-fermentative phase, before the “diauxic shift” [26].
Consequently, S. cerevisiae cells are normally harvested just before this diauxic shift in a
protein production experiment. In order to improve recombinant protein expression, a
fully respiratory strain of S. cerevisiae has been created replacing the endogenous hexose
transporters with a single chimeric transporter comprised of the first 6 transmembrane
domains of the low-affinity Hxt1 transporter and the last 6 transmembrane domains of
the high-affinity Hxt7 transporter [153]. The resultant TM6* strain was found to exhibit
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a respiratory behavior, most likely due to restricted glucose consumption and hence a
reduced glycolytic rate [153]. Even the yield per cell of the expressed protein remained
the same as wt yeast and the TM6* strain produced about 2–3 times more biomass, thus
increasing the amount of the target protein [147]. One of the areas in which S. cerevisiae has
proven to be an especially fruitful model is the area of mitochondrial research [154]. In-
deed, the high similarity between yeast and human mitochondrial biogenesis and function
renders S. cerevisiae an excellent model for studying human mitochondrial physiopathol-
ogy [154–157]. Systematic approaches have been performed to optimize S. cerevisiae for
recombinant membrane protein production, with the specific goal of understanding the
molecular barriers to achieve high yields [158]. Using transcriptome arrays, the changes in
mRNAs which occurred in different growth conditions (leading to low and high protein
yields) were examined. Genes that were down-regulated under low-yield conditions were
up-regulated under high-yield conditions and vice versa [159]. This approach led to the
identification of genes that influence the yield per cell [160]: three are known components
of the transcriptional SAGA (GCN5 and SPT3) and mediator (SRB5) complexes, while a
fourth, BMS1, is involved in ribosome biogenesis [159]. Thus, it was possible to maximize
protein yield by increasing the BMS1 transcript number [159].

2.6. Pichia Pastoris

The methylotrophic yeast Pichia pastoris, currently reclassified as Komagataella pastoris,
can be considered a workhorse for biotechnological purposes, especially for heterologous
protein production [161,162]. Recently, several Pichia strains have been engineered to
generate more complex and more homogeneous N-glycosylation [163]. Moreover, the
cholesterol-producing P. pastoris strain has been developed through four genetic modi-
fications: ERG5 and ERG6 genes, involved in ergosterol biosynthesis, were replaced by
homologous recombination with DHCR7 and DHCR24 genes allowing the synthesis of
cholesterol [164]. One of the reasons for its high use in membrane protein production is
that P. pastoris has a respiratory metabolism and can be cultured to exceptionally high cell
densities (hundreds of grams per liter) on glycerol-containing media [26]. Thus, obtaining
extremely high biomass obviates the need to achieve high over-expression levels that can
trigger protein aggregation. P. pastoris assimilates methanol, due to the presence of two
endogenous copies of the AOX gene coding for alcohol oxidase: AOX1 and AOX2 account-
ing for about 90% and 10% of the enzyme, respectively. Thus, by exploiting homologous
recombination to replace with a gene of interest the AOX1 gene which is under the con-
trol of the AOX1 promoter, it is possible to induce/control protein expression. PAOX is a
promoter characterized by tight regulation and exceptional strength which is repressed
in the presence of glucose or glycerol but strongly activated in the presence of methanol
(Table 2) [27]. The P. pastoris vectors usually integrate into the host cell genome to produce
a stably expressing clone. It is not possible to control the integrated number of copies
that must be experimentally determined, either by real-time PCR [165] or through colony
screening in the presence of increasing concentration of antibiotics [166,167]. It has been
shown that strains with multiple copies of an expression vector from a single-transformed
cell line can be selected by plating cells on agar media containing a higher concentration of
the selection drug long after the original transformation [167]. These ‘jackpot’ clones with
>10 copies of the expression vector had a proportional increase in recombinant protein [167].
In the case of cells transformed with just one or a few vector copies, a new selection can
be made at high levels of drug long after the transformation thus obtaining the selection
of clones characterized by increased copy numbers of the vector. This process, named
post-transformational vector amplification (PTVA), resulted in cells containing multiple
head-to-tail copies of the vector integrated at a single locus in the genome which would
allow a proportional increase in recombinant protein [167]. However, there is not always a
linear correlation between copy number and protein titer or quality [168]; thus the overall
functional expression levels need to be experimentally assessed [27]. Expression screening
allows identification of the best recombinant strain in terms of transporter expression. To
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this aim, the fusion to fluorescent reporters such as GFP can be employed [169]. Indeed,
a fluorescent induction plate-screening assay would allow for the rapid detection of ”the
best” clones [170].

Strategies for Proteins Production in P. pastoris

Protein production in Pichia cells is achieved in three standard stages (three-phase
strategy) [171]. The first is a batch phase in which cells are grown in a basal medium
containing glycerol as the sole carbon source. The excess glycerol represses AOX1 promoter
and thus the expression of the gene under its control [172]. However, recent research has
identified protein expression occurring during the pre-induction phase in cultures grown
in bioreactors but not in shaker flasks indicating that the promoter is leaky under certain
conditions [173]. During the second phase, the derepression, glycerol is fed in a limiting
manner to increase cell density [174]. Finally, the expression of recombinant protein is
induced by the growth-limiting addition of methanol. The duration of the induction phase
may differ among membrane proteins, e.g., 24–96 h [164]. Besides the three-phase strategy,
a biphasic production process has been proposed [175]: during the first step, Pichia cells
grow in the promoter-repressing media containing glycerol or glucose; once high cell
density is reached, this step is followed by media swapping for the subsequent and final
methanol induction step. Removal of residual glycerol is mandatory to avoid inhibition
of the AOX1 promoter (creating a derepressed condition) before adding methanol. An
alternative high throughput method of inducing AOX1-based protein expression without
replacing the entire medium has been described [176]. An auto-induction method has
been developed, as well, using a buffered extra-YNB Glycerol Methanol (BYGM) auto-
induction media to substitute the media-swapping method [28]. Expression levels of
the three tested membrane proteins were comparable between BYGM (auto-induction
method) and BMG/BMM (traditional/manual induction method). On the basis of the
considerable safety risk associated to the toxic and flammable methanol and considering
the important amount required, a method to make existing pAOX1-based production
strains independent from methanol induction has been pointed out through the conversion
cassette strategy [175]. Starting with the knowledge that maximum promoter activity
is often governed by the levels of several TFs, this strategy is based on over-expression,
under conditions where promoter activity is not repressed, of a transcriptional regulator
able to upregulate pAOX1; this would allow modifying a strain in a glucose/glycerol
regulated and methanol-independent system. Factor over-expression when the repressing
carbon source is depleted (derepressed expression) would activate the P. pastoris AOX1
promoter mimicking methanol induction. Starting from a transformed P. pastoris strain,
yeast cells are further transformed with another linearized plasmid containing a conversion
cassette with the gene coding for the activator under the control of the promoter of the
peroxisomal catalase 1 gene, pCAT1. This system would achieve a yield of between 7% and
44% of methanol-induced levels under small scale screening conditions without supplying
additional carbon source during the derepression phase. Another critical parameter during
P. pastoris cultivation on shaking flasks is appropriate oxygenation that is normally obtained
by vigorous stirring, which triggers foam production. The addition of chemical antifoaming
agents can prevent this phenomenon [177]. An alternative with respect to shaking flasks
is represented by the use of a bioreactor which enables tight control of oxygenation, pH,
and temperature, leading to an increase of the production of the target protein as in the
case of SLC35A1 [158,178]. Numerous publications of guides and protocols highlight the
importance assigned to Pichia pastoris in the production of membrane proteins among which
are transporters [31,32,179], even though the choice of this yeast is linked to its ability to
efficiently secrete correctly folded heterologous proteins which facilitate purification and
downstream processing such as reconstitution studies in proteoliposomes [30,58,180,181].
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3. Current Methodology for Purification and Functional Studies of SLCs

Protein expression represents the starting point for subsequent structure/function
studies or high-throughput ligand screening. Interestingly, the deep knowledge of yeast
metabolism and the availability of yeast strains deleted for specific endogenous transporters
has made yeast a suitable system for studying transport in intact cells. On the other side, the
expression of membrane proteins inserted in the yeast membranes allows the solubilizing
of the proteins in a possible functionally active state and then purifying and performing
functional studies in a reconstituted system. Biochemical and structural characterization
of membrane proteins strictly depends on the ability to over-express and solubilize SLCs
from natural lipid environments. SMALPs are a set of lipid particles (LPs) formed by
the insertion of styrene maleic acid copolymers (SMAs) into a lipid bilayer. SMAs are
amphipathic due to their mixture of hydrophobic styrene and charged, hydrophilic maleic
acid moieties. Thus, they can be used for extracting proteins retaining the lipids present
in the native membranes avoiding any exposure to a detergent that can have a negative
impact on their function or structure determination. Moreover, preserving the native
lipid composition can be crucial for a detailed understanding of the structure-function
relationship [182]. Despite the advantages of this technique, there are only few examples
of structural studies on membrane proteins using this approach, none of which ranges to
the SLC superfamily [183–185]. Several examples of human SLC transporters expressed
in prokaryotic expression hosts, purified in strong denaturing conditions, and on-column
refolded are reported [23,186–188]. However, the isolation of a target protein from yeast
membranes could be advantageous with respect to its recovery from inclusion bodies ob-
tained following bacterial expression. Indeed, the use of mild detergents for the extraction
of the membrane protein from the “native” lipidic environment, followed by on-column
affinity chromatography, could facilitate biochemical and biophysical characterization.

3.1. Purification Strategies

To obtain purified proteins, the choice of the affinity tag added during the cloning
procedure, according to the downstream applications, could be crucial. One of the most
commonly used affinity tags used for the purification of human SLC transporters expressed in
yeast is the polyhistidine tag (His-tag), consisting of 6His [30,58], 8His [103,180,189] or 10His
residues [93,190]. During purification, there is the risk that the tag is inaccessible for binding
to the affinity resin; thus, a linker between the tag and the target protein or a longer version of
the His-tag may solve this problem. Furthermore, the tag position (N- or C-terminal) can be
varied for better purification results. Immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography (IMAC)
is commonly used in protocols exploiting the His tag. The advantage of using the poli-His tag
consists in its small size, which could not hamper the subsequent functional and structural
studies. Another tag commonly used for purification is the strep-II tag which consists of
a Trp-Ser-His-Pro-Gln-Phe-Glu-Lys sequence [191]. This tag binds with high affinity to the
streptactin resin, and its relatively small size may be beneficial in protein crystallization
trials [192]. An alternative small tag is the HA tag which was useful for the production of
several human SLC transporters in yeast [59,62,68,69,99,103,180,193]. Interestingly, in the case
of the human CTR1 transporter, the metal-binding domain, naturally present in the protein,
was exploited for IMAC purification [194]. In case the tag hampers structural studies, it
is possible to remove it by introducing a protease cleavage site between the tag and the
target protein during cloning. A further strategy for improving crystallization trials is
the mutation of residues involved in N-glycosylation starting from the assumption that
glycosylation may hamper crystal formation [19,194].

3.2. From Complementation Assays to Biochemical Characterization

The yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae provides a powerful tool for the functional analysis
of human genes. By using yeast strains knock-out for a specific gene or group of genes
involved in the transport or metabolism of sugars, amino acids, nucleotides, and other
endogenous compounds, it is possible to monitor the restoration of transport activity fol-
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lowing yeast transformation and human ortholog expression. According to this idea, a
pioneering experiment was conducted to create a strain in which all genes encoding for
transporters with hexose uptake activity, such as HXT1-17, AGT1, MPH2, MPH3, were
deleted [65]. The strain, designated as hexose transporter-deficient (Hxt0, EBY.VW4000),
is not able to grow on media with glucose, fructose or mannose as the sole carbon source
and grows only very slowly on galactose (Table 1). For maintenance, the strain is routinely
cultivated on maltose, a disaccharide that is taken up through the specialized maltose
symporters encoded by the MALx1 locus. Thus, the hxt0 strain offers an excellent op-
portunity to clone and characterize heterologous hexose transporters by replacing the
function of endogenous transporters [65]. A focus on this strategy for the study of the
GLUT transporter family was done in Section 4.2. By exploiting the same approach, a huge
number of membrane transporters have been investigated, obtaining information about
function and kinetics (specificity, mechanism of transport, etc.), the role of specific residues
revealed to be critical for mechanism or specificity, and pathological variants. Moreover,
this strategy allowed inhibition studies and identification of human and yeast transporters.
A summary of the procedures pointed out for purification and transport studies of SLC
human transporters expressed in yeast has been reported in Table 3.

Table 3. Purification and transport studies.

Protein/Alias Strain Feature/
Deleted Gene Tag System

of Study
Detection
Method Findings References

SLC1A5/ASCT2 None C-Ter 6His PL R, FM F, K, I [30,33,195–200]

SLC2A1/GLUT1 Tolerates copper
induction/Pep4 6His - WB E [201]

SLC2A1/GLUT1 hxt0 - IC C, R L, K [64]

SLC2A1/GLUT1 hxt0 - IC R I [202]

SLC2A1/GLUT1 - C-Ter 8His PL R P, TA [180]

SLC2A1/GLUT1 hxt0 N-Ter 6His IC R K, I [203]

SLC2A1/GLUT1 hxt0 C-Ter HA-6His IC C, R L, K, I [68]

SLC2A1/GLUT2 hxt0 - IC R I [204]

SLC2A2/GLUT2 - C-Ter-GFP-8His - FM, FSEC L, P [60]

SLC2A2/GLUT2 hxt0 - IC FM, R L, I [66,202]

SLC2A2/GLUT2 hxt0 - IC R I [204]

SLC2A3/GLUT3 hxt0 - IC R I [66,202]

SLC2A3/GLUT3 hxt0 - IC R I [204]

SLC2A4/GLUT4 hxt0 - IC C, R L, K [64,202]

SLC2A4/GLUT4 hxt0 - IC R I [204]

SLC2A5/GLUT5 hxt0 GFP IC FM, R L, K, I [202,205]

SLC2A5/GLUT5 hxt0 - IC R I [204]

SLC4A1/AE1 Pep4 - PL C, FM, R L, P, F [67]

SLC4A1/AE1 Pep4 N-Ter HA; Internal HA;
N-ter yeGFP IC FM, AEC L, F [59]

SLC4A1/AE1 end3 N-Ter HA; Internal HA;
N-ter yeGFP IC FM, EM, WB L [69]

SLC5A1/SGLT1 - eGFP PLM FM, CM L, P, F [168]

SLC5A6/SMVT - C-Ter FLAG 6His PL WB, R P, TA, K [58]

SLC7A5/LAT1 - N-Ter StrepTagII - WB E [206]

SLC7A5/LAT1 - N-Ter 10His IC R K, I, TA [190,207]
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Table 3. Cont.

Protein/Alias Strain Feature/Deleted
Gene Tag System

of Study
Detection
Method Findings References

SLC7A6/y+LAT2 - N-Ter StrepTagII ND WB E [206]

SLC7A8/LAT2 - N-Ter StrepTagII IC WB, R P, TA, I, K [190,207,208]

SLC9A1/NHE1 - C-Ter yeGFP IC, N FM, IMAC, CD L, P [208]

SLC9B2/NHA2 ena1-4, nhx1, nha1 N-Ter 9His, or N-Ter GFP IC SM TA, I [61]

SLC11A1/Nramp1 smf1, smf2, smf3, bsd2, rer1 C-Ter HA or GFP IC FM, PG L, TI [62]

SLC15A1/PEPT1 his4 - IC R K [63]

SLC15A1/PEPT1 his4 C-Ter Myc, 6His IC RFT F, K, I [209]

SLC15A1/PEPT1 - - IC R F, K, I [210]

SLC15A2/PEPT2 - - IC RFT F, K, I [211]

SLC16A10/MCT10 Tat2 N-ter 3HA, C-Ter GFP IC FM, R L, TA [99]

SLC19A3/Thiamine
transporter 2 thi3, thi7 - IC PG, R F, I [71]

SLC22B1/SV2A hxt0 - IC PG, R F, K, I [212]

SLC25A3/phosphate
carrier mir1, pic2 - - PG CG [72]

SLC25A3/phosphate
carrier pic2 - M SM TA [73]

SLC25A4/ANT1 aacs - M R TA, I [74,213]

SLC25A4/ANT1 aacs - M SM, R K, I [75,213]

SLC25A5/ANT2 aacs - M SM, R K,I [75,213]

SLC25A6/ANT3 aacs - M SM, R K, I [75,213]

SLC25A7/UCP1 - - M RA MR [214]

SLC25A8/UCP2 - - PL FM I, A [215]

SLC25A9/UCP3L - - IC FM, O MP, MR [76]

SLC25A9/UCP3L - - IC FC, XTT MP, MR [77]

SLC25A9/UCP3(L,S) - - M FM, EA MP, OP [216]

SLC25A9/UCP3 - - PL FM I, A [215]

SLC25A12/Aralar1 agc1 - IC SM TI [79]

SLC25A13/Citrin agc1 - IC SM TI [79]

SLC25A13/Citrin agc1 C-Ter GFP IC F L [80]

SLC25A15/ORNT1 Arg11 C-Ter V5, His IC PG CG [81]

SLC25A16/ORNT2 Arg11 C-Ter V5, His IC PG CG [81]

SLC25A17/PMP34 Ant1 C-Ter 6His PL IA, R L, TA [82]

SLC25A31/ANT4 Aacs C-Ter V5 IC, M CG, R TA, I [213,217]

SLC25A33/PNC1 Rim2 C-Ter 6His IC O MR [84]

SLC25A36 Rim2 C-Ter 6His IC O MR [84]

SLC25A44 - - IC H TA [85]

SLC25A51/MCART1 ndt1, ndt2 - IC LC-MS TI [86]

SLC25A51/MCART1 ndt1, ndt2 - M R TI, TA [87]

SLC27A1/FATP1 High fatty alcohol
production - - GC, SA YS [88]

SLC28A1/CNT1 Thymidine transporter
defective - IC PG CG [89]

SLC28A1/CNT1 fui1 - IC R I [218,219]
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Table 3. Cont.

Protein/Alias Strain Feature/Deleted
Gene Tag System

of Study
Detection
Method Findings References

SLC28A2/CNT2 fur4, fui1 - IC IA, R TA, K, I [90,219,220]

SLC28A3/CNT3 fui1 - IC FM, R L, F, K [220]

SLC28A3/CNT3 fui1 - IC CM, R L, I, K [90]

SLC28A3/CNT3 fui1 - IC R I [219–221]

SLC29A1/ENT1 Pep4 N-Ter 10His-MBP - IMAC P [93]

SLC29A1/ENT1 fui1 - IC R TA, K, I, [219–222]

SLC29A1/ENT1 Expression of thyimidine
kinase - IC, PL R TA, I, EB [223]

SLC29A1/ENT1 Fui1 N-Ter GFP IC R, FM TA, K, L [92]

SLC29A1/ENT1 - - IC R K, I [221]

SLC29A1/ENT1 Fui1 - IC R TA, I [222]

SLC29A1/ENT1 Fui1 - IC R K, I [94]

SLC29A2/ENT2 Pep4 N-Ter 10His-MBP - IMAC P [93]

SLC29A2/ENT2 Fui1 - IC R I [219–221]

SLC29A2/ENT2 Fui1 - IC R TA, I, K [222,224]

SLC30A1/ZnT1 Pep4 C-Ter His, C-Ter Strep PL IMAC, FM P, TA [95]

SLC30A8/ZnT8 - G3-tev-G3-H10-G3-FLAG IC, PL R TA, F [181]

SLC30A10/ZnT10 Pmr1 C-ter V5,6His - PG CG [97]

SLC31A1/CTR1 Ctr1 - - PG CG [98]

SLC35A1/CST1 - - V R TA, I [225]

SLC35A1/CST1 Pep4 GFP, 8His IC FM, FSEC P, L [226]

SLC35A1/CST1 - GFP, 8His - FM, FSEC L [178]

SLC35A2/UGT1 - V R TA [225]

SLC35A2/UGT1 - - V R TA, F, K, I [227,228]

SLC35B1/UGTrel1 - GFP PL R F, K, I [189]

SLC35B4 UDP-Glc NAc transporter N-Ter GFP V FM, R L, TA [229]

SLC35D1/ UGTrel7 Pep4 C-Ter 8His, C-Ter HA V, PL R TA, K [103,230]

SLC35D2/UGTrel8 - C-Ter HA V FM, R L, TA [193]

SLC39A1/ZIP1 Pep4 C-Ter TEV-GFP-His - IMAC, FSEC P [231]

SLC39A2/ZIP2 Pep4 C-Ter TEV-GFP-His - FSEC P [231]

SLC39A11/ZIP11 Pep4 C-Ter TEV-GFP-His - - E [231]

SLC39A13/ZIP13 Pep4 C-Ter TEV-GFP-His - FSEC P [231]

SLC54A1/MPC1 mpc1, mpc2, mpc3 C-Ter 8His M, PL FM, IMAC, R,
EA L, P, TA [104]

SLC54A2/MPC2 mpc1, mpc2, mpc3 C-Ter GFP M, PL IMAC, FM, R,
EA, O

P, L, TA,
MR [104]

SLC64/TMEM165 Gdt1p, Pmr1 - - PG CG [105]

STRA6 None C-Ter GFP IC FM, FSEC L, P [232]

A: activators; AEC: anion exchange chromatography; C: centrifugation; CD: circular dichroism; CG: cell growth;
CM: confocal microscopy; E: protein expression; EA: enzyme activity; EB: equilibrium binding; EM: electron
microscopy; F: Functional characterization; FC: flow-cytometry; FM: fluorescence measurements; GC: gas chro-
matography; H: HPLC analysis; I: Effect of inhibitors; IA: immunoblot analysis; IC: Intact cells; K: kinetics
characterization; L: localization; M: mitochondria; MP: membrane potential measurements; MR: mitochondrial
respiration; N: nanodisk; O: oxygen consumption; OP: oxidative phosphorylation; P: protein purification; PG:
plate growth; PL: proteoliposomes; PLM: planar lipid membranes; R: radiolabeled compounds; RA: respiration
assay; RFT: rapid filtration techniques; SM: spectroscopic measurements; TA: transport activity TI: transporter
identification; V: vesicles; XTT: XTT analysis; YS: yield of substrate.
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3.2.1. Sophisticated Complementation Assays

More complex assays have been pointed out for the study of some members of the
SLC25 family, the mitochondrial carriers, among which are the phosphate–carrier PiC
(SLC25A3) or the ADP/ATP carriers, ANTs (SLC25A4, 5, 6, and 31). Their expression has
been confirmed, taking advantage of the fact that their activity is not essential for cell growth
under fermentation culture conditions but becomes essential under non-fermentation
conditions such as growth on a glycerol medium that requires a functional mitochondrial
respiratory system. Indeed, in a non-fermentable medium, net ATP can only be generated
in mitochondria through OXPHOS [72–75,213,217].

Another more sophisticated complementation assay has been pointed out for members
of the nucleoside transporters families, SLC28 and 29. The CNTs catalyze Na+-dependent
symport of nucleosides against their concentration gradients, whereas the ENTs facilitate
bidirectional transport of nucleosides down their concentration gradients. Yeast lacks
the mechanisms for thymidine transport and phosphorylation to dTMP. Thus, dTMP
production from dUMP is the only way for growth to take place. Thus, inhibition of this
process, achieved using methotrexate (MTX) and sulfanilamide (SAA), would block cell
growth. On the contrary, in yeast made competent for thymidine phosphorylation, in
the presence of MTX and SAA, the expression of a heterologous thymidine transporter
would restore growth. Cells were grown under dTMP starvation but in the presence of
thymidine showing that the expressed hSLC complemented the imposed thymidylate
depletion in S. cerevisiae by transporting thymidine [89]. This confirmed the production
of the nucleoside transporters and their correct targeting to the yeast cell surface. A
double-permease knock-out strain lacking the endogenous uracil permease (FUR4) and
uridine permease (FUI1), was employed to express, for example, hCNT2 [90]. Survival
in 5-fluorouridine (FUrd) indicated the successful integration of the target gene into the
yeast genome, with disruption of the fui1 gene, considering that FUI1 mediated transport
of FUrd led to yeast death.

3.2.2. Protein Targeting and Investigation on Specific Organelle Functions/Processes

The targeting of proteins in specific membranes, like mitochondrial membranes, has
allowed specific organelle functions/processes studies in the isolated organelles or vesicles.
This is the case of mitochondrial transporters like the UCPs, PNC, or MCART1. The hUCP1
is known to dissipate metabolic energy as heat by a controlled uncoupling of the oxidative
phosphorylation process: coupling between respiration and oxidative phosphorylation
is dependent upon a proton gradient across the mitochondrial membrane which can be
impaired by UCPs. Mitochondria, in which protein targeting was confirmed, were isolated
from the yeast, and bioenergetics were evaluated in terms of oxidative phosphorylation,
mitochondrial membrane potential, respiratory chain activity (see Table 3). Concerning
studies in sub-cellular components of the yeast cell, some examples about yeast vesicles are
reported in Table 3.

In some cases, the expressed transporter does not reach the correct destination com-
pletely or at all. An example is the SLC4A1 transporter for which two different isoforms are
described: the full-length erythrocyte variant (eAE1) and the kidney variant (kAE1) lacking
the first 65 N-terminal amino acids present in the erythrocyte isoform [67]. Concerning
the kidney variant kAE1, trafficking studies revealed that only a part of the transporter
molecules efficiently enters the secretory pathway reaching the plasma membrane, the
rest being accumulated in other membranes. The correctly targeted protein was revealed
to be functional in the S. cerevisiae strain BY4742 cells [59]. The trafficking was also stud-
ied employing two different yeast strains, defective either in endocytosis (∆end3 mutant)
or in vacuolar degradation (∆pep4 mutant). Full-length variants and HA-tagged kAE1
reached the yeast plasma membrane even though at a minor extent; indeed, most of the
transporter molecules accumulated in intracellular membranes. The eGFP-tagged kAE1
(GFP-KAE1) was produced to deeply investigate if the accumulation of kAE1 in membranes
different from plasma membranes only occurred in the ER or also in Golgi or endosomal
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structures [69]. Co-localization studies with different organelle markers were performed
using the wild-type BY4742 cells expressing the wild-type eGFP-tagged kAE1 (GFP-KAE1).
The N-terminal addition of eGFP has been demonstrated to not affect kAE1 targeting to
the yeast cell surface. Using the truncated kAE1 variants, the C-terminal region of the
transporter has been identified as crucial for the undesired accumulation and activation
of the cellular response to unfolded proteins (UPR). By testing the additional overexpres-
sion of different ER proteins involved in protein folding, it has been demonstrated that
the increase in ER folding capacity would prevent the unfolded protein response (UPR)
allowing the protein to reach the plasma membrane. The BY4742 GEV cells under the
control of a β-estradiol-inducible GEV promoter system, which allowed a dose-dependent
regulation of kAE1 expression, were employed. The use of strong promoters and multicopy
vectors that exceed the folding capacity of yeast was revealed to be the cause of aggregation
and accumulation. Another example is given by SLC9, hNHE1 which accumulated in
the plasma membrane three times higher at 15 ◦C compared to 30 ◦C, reaching a density
of 0.7% (w/w) in the crude membranes 72 h after induction. Cell culture was precooled
before 20% (w/v) galactose induction in the absence of glucose. The produced protein,
accumulated with the expected molecular weight, maintained a folded structure when
purified and degradation was reduced [62].

3.2.3. Study of Pathological SLC Variants

The yeast system allows to assay variant functionality as well. To this aim, mutations
associated with adPEO, a mitochondrial disorder linked to specific mutations (A114P and
V289M), have been introduced into hANC1. The expressed mutants were not able to restore
yeast growth on the non-fermentable carbon source [75]. Another example is represented
by mutations in the AGC2 gene which result in two age-dependent disorders, the neonatal
intrahepatic cholestasis which is caused by citrin deficiency (NICCD), and the adult-onset
type II citrullinemia (CTLN2) [80]. Variant expressions reduced cell growth, confirming that
mutations impair AGC2 function. Moreover, S. cerevisiae has been employed to characterize
the function of the ornithine transporter ORNT2 (SLC25A16) and to test the pathogenicity
of the ORNT1 (SLC25A15) mutations found in hyperornithinemia–hyperammonemia–
homocitrullinuria (HHH) patients. To this aim, expression of these genes was achieved
in the ∆Arg11 Y02386 strain. Deletion of Arg11, corresponding to the S. cerevisiae ORNT1
orthologous, rendered these cells auxotrophic for arginine. Differently to ORNT1, which
could complement the deletion of Arg11, ORNT2 did not restore the ability to grow in
a selective medium lacking arginine. Three of the residues that diverged in ORNT2
with respect to ORNT1 were replaced with the corresponding amino acids present in
ORNT1. The replacement allowed us to correct the ∆Arg11 phenotype. The crucial role
of arginine 179 was elucidated which likely affects the substrate-binding pocket altering
the affinity for ornithine. All the disease-causing alleles had a detrimental effect on the
ability of the hORNT1 to complement the deletion of Arg11 [81]. Then, mutated TMEM165
(SLC64A1) has been expressed in S. cerevisiae strain deleted of the yeast Golgi Ca2+ and Mn2+

transporters, Gdt1p and Pmr1 [105]. Direct evidence of calcium and manganese transport by
TMEM165 has been provided. Yeast cells were used for calcium and manganese sensitivity
assays (drop tests), to explore the impact of disease-causing mutations on transport activity.

3.2.4. Transporter/Drug Interactions

Some examples are reported concerning SLC/drug interaction studies in yeast. The
wild type hENT1 and the N glycosylation-defective mutant (hENT1/N48Q) have been
expressed in S. cerevisiae. Replacement of an Asn48 with Gln increased the apparent
affinity of the transporter for dilazep and dipyridamole [223]. GFP-tagged wild-type
hENT1 and hENT1 mutants were tested for their sensitivity to the 5-fluorouridine and for
tubercidin toxicity which was reversed by NBMPR. Substitution of glycine 154 in hENT1
with the corresponding serine of hENT2, converted hENT1 to a transporter that exhibited
partial characteristics of hENT2 in terms of sensitivity towards the inhibitors NBMPR,
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dilazep [221]. Radiolabeled nucleosides such as [3H]adenosine were used in transport
assays in the absence or presence of the potential substrate/inhibitors. A strain carrying a
mutation in the ADE2 gene which does not allow survival in the absence of adenine but only
if external adenosine is transported into the cell by a functional nucleoside transporter, such
as hENT1 (adenosine rescue), was employed. Following adenosine transport, the mutation
in L92 was found to alter guanosine and the sensitivity to NBMPR and dilazep [94]. A
further mutation in hENT1 (hENT1-M33I) reduced sensitivity to dilazep and dipyridamole
with respect to the wild type hENT1y [224]. hENT2-I33M was created which showed
higher dilazep and dipyridamole sensitivity and higher uridine affinity compared with
wild type hENT2. These findings allowed the identification of a common region of inhibitor
interaction [222].

Another example is given by the thiamine transporter SLC19A3 expressed in a strain
in which thiamine transporters genes THI7 and THI3 were deleted [71]. The antimalar-
ial chloroquine has been found to inhibit it. Another example is the hSV2A (SLC22B1)
expressed in the EBY.VW4000 strain. In this system, it was revealed to be a galactose
transporter [212]. Galactose transport was inhibited by the antiepileptic drug levetiracetam
which specifically binds to SV2A. Yeast-based HTS strategies have been pointed out to
identify compounds that inhibit GLUTs (see Section 4.2 for details), ANTs, nucleoside trans-
porters. Closantel and CD437 were identified as broad-spectrum ANT inhibitors, whereas
leelamine was found to be a modulator of ANT function [213]. The inhibitory effect of
different drugs was investigated on both the concentrative and equilibrative transporters.
The ability of azacitidine, decitabine, and gemcitabine to inhibit the uptake of [3H]uridine
was investigated in S. cerevisiae cells transformed with pYPhENT1, pYPhENT2, pYPhCNT1,
pYPhCNT2, or pYPhCNT3 [218]. hCNT1 and hCNT3 showed high apparent affinities for
these inhibitors, differently from other hNTs. Interaction of the BCR-ABL tyrosine kinase
inhibitors bosutinib, dasatinib, imatinib, nilotinib, and ponatinib was assessed, as well, in-
vestigating their effect on [3H]uridine transport [219]. TKIs inhibited transport to different
extents. Moreover, TKIs inhibited uridine uptake competitively in hENT1-producing yeast
cells. The effect of the purine nucleoside analogs, clofarabine, cladribine, fludarabine on
hENT1, hENT2, and hCNT3 was investigated [233]. Inhibition of [3H]adenosine uptake by
Cl-F-ara-A, Cl-dAdo, and F-ara-A was measured and the relative binding affinities were
calculated. The transporters all exhibited higher affinities for clofarabine than for either
cladribine or fludarabine. hCNT3 was tested for transport of the purine nucleoside analogs,
clofarabine, cladribine, fludarabine [233]. Higher affinity for clofarabine was found. Uptake
of [3H]clofarabine and [3H]adenosine into yeast was measured and the relative binding
affinities were calculated measuring the drug’s ability to inhibit [3H]adenosine transport.

The activity of PEPT1 (SLC15A1) was investigated in peptide uptake assays performed
exploiting 3H-D-Phe-Ala by the rapid filtration technique [63,209]. Inhibition of D-Phe-Ala
uptake by different compounds was performed including β-lactam antibiotics. Moreover,
ligands useful for photodynamic therapy were tested [234]. Uptake of the radiolabeled
model dipeptide glycylsarcosine (GlySar) was measured in transport assays performed in
yeast cells and hPEPT1 inhibition by the antiviral prodrug, oseltamivir was observed [210].
[14C]Oseltamivir was employed as well revealing it is not a substrate for PEPT1. [3H]GlySar
uptake and [3H]Cefadroxil uptake were investigated for hPEPT2 [211].

3.2.5. Biotechnological Implementation

A transporter engineering strategy has allowed us to solve biofuel toxicity due to fatty
alcohol storage inside the cells after production. To increase the production of fatty alcohol
to exploit as biofuel, the human transporter FATP1 (SLC27A1) able to perform fatty alcohol
efflux, has been expressed in the high fatty alcohol production yeast strain, FOH33 [88].
FATP1 expression enabled yeast cells to achieve a faster growth rate and a higher final cell
mass with respect to the control strain allowing to relieve the toxicity associated with the
intracellular fatty alcohols.
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4. Selected Case Studies

Employment of yeast for expression of a high amount of human transporters has al-
lowed deep investigation of functional and/or structural features of the proteins. Here are
reported case studies for which, starting from a detailed description of the expression con-
ditions and the adopted purification techniques, an in-depth biochemical characterization
has been described.

4.1. SLC1A5

ASCT2 (SLC1A5) has been over-expressed in P. pastoris. Two different recombinant
constructs were used to transform the Pichia X33 strain, the wild type and the optimized
one, defined as pPICZB-(wt)hASCT2-6His and pPICZB-(Opt)hASCT2-6His. Zeocin-based
selection of putative multi-copy recombinants has been performed [30]. For large scale
protein production, transformants were grown in a 3 L fermentor. P. pastoris has been
employed for the over-expression of the hASCT2 Cys-mutants as well [196]. Each of
the eight Cys residues was substituted with Ala, by site-directed mutagenesis and the
mutant cDNAs were cloned in the pPICZB vector obtaining the pPICZB-ASCT2-6His
mutant constructs that were linearized with PmeI and used to transform P. pastoris. WT
and mutant protein expression were induced by 0.5% methanol. The growth in methanol
was performed at 30 ◦C for three days adding fresh methanol every 24 h. At the end
of the induction phase, the cultures were centrifuged, subject to lysis by high pressure
and ultracentrifuged for obtaining the membrane fraction. 1.5 g of washed membranes
(300 mg/mL) were solubilized for performing IMAC purification with a final yield of
10 mg of purified protein per Liter of cell culture [30]. In the case of the C363A mutant, the
expression was obtained growing cells in BMMY medium at 20 ◦C for only one day.

Since its over-expression in P. pastoris, functional and structural knowledge
on the ASCT2 transporter has increased considerably, clarifying the mechanism
of transport [20,33,195–199,235]. Protein purification was performed on a Ni-NTA col-
umn by exploiting the 6His-tag. The preferred detergent for solubilization, C12E8, was
proven by the functional characterization. Gel filtration chromatography by Superdex
200 showed a 150 kDa oligomeric form, suggesting that the protein tends to form trimers.
[3H]-glutamine transport was followed in proteoliposomes reconstituted with the recombi-
nant protein. Thus, the reconstitution procedure was optimized and a sodium dependent
[3H]-glutamine/glutamine antiport was measured. The ASCT2 transporter showed asym-
metric specificity for amino acids: Ala, Cys, Val, Met were only inwardly transported, while
Gln, Ser, Asn, and Thr were transported bi-directionally. This finding suggests that hASCT2
provides cells with mostly neutral amino acids on the basis of metabolic needs of cells or the
amino acid concentrations (balance of the intracellular amino acid pool). pH dependence
was investigated, and an optimum at pH 7 was found. The effect of specific reagents on
hASCT2 was investigated as well and glutamine transport inhibition was found in the
presence of hydrophilic thiol specific reagents indicating the involvement of one or more
cysteine residues in the mechanism of transport. In particular, Cys 395 was suggested
to be involved considering that it is the only cysteine residue exposed towards the extra-
cellular side of the protein and thus accessible to the hydrophilic reagents [30]. Protein
orientation in liposomal membrane (sidedness) was investigated by reshuffling (freeze and
thaw followed by pulse sonication): all proteoliposomes were sided similarly to the cell
membrane. In the proteoliposome system a kinetic analysis was performed as well: internal
and external Km values of hASCT2 for neutral amino acids were calculated. The difference
between the external and internal Km values is in favor of the functional asymmetry of the
transporter and in agreement with the structural asymmetry of the hASCT2. In addition,
the kinetic mechanism of the transport was evaluated by a pseudo-bi-substrate kinetic
analysis of the Na+-glutamineex/glutaminein transport reaction. A random simultaneous
mechanism was found that correlated well with an oligomeric structure of the transporter;
thus, cross-linking experiments confirmed the formation of a stable oligomeric functional
state. By imposing a liposomal membrane potential, electrogenicity was investigated,
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showing a dependence on external Na+ [198]. Interestingly, further studies measuring
transport of [14C]-Cysteine in proteoliposomes clarified its role. The proteoliposome ap-
proach allowed us to follow both uptake or efflux of Cys. On one hand, Cys acted as a
strong competitive inhibitor by high-affinity binding; on the other hand, the same amino
acid triggered, at slightly higher concentrations, substrate efflux by a uniport mode. Very
probably, this action relies on binding of Cys to an additional site of the protein [197]. The
first insights concerning the structure/function relationships of the human ASCT2 were
gained in 2018 [196]: the reducing agent DTE was used to show that SH/S-S formation
would regulate transporter activity, turning it on or off. This probably involves a different
mobility for the elevator portion of the protein across the plasma membrane. To this aim,
Cys mutants were produced (see above) and transport activity was measured. All mutants
were functional, and the effect of DTE and Methyl-Hg was tested on each of them. Among
all mutants, C467A was insensitive to reducing agents and to Methyl-Hg: the C467 residue,
for which a much higher Km for glutamine but not for sodium was measured, was iden-
tified as part of the substrate binding site of hASCT2. Later the involvement of this Cys
residue as a molecular determinant of the antiport mechanism has been revealed [33]. The
C467A mutant functionally reconstituted in liposome showed, differently by the wild type
protein, the unique ability to mediate a low measurable unidirectional glutamine transport
which then can be considered as an unspecific phenomenon probably associated with a
difference in conformational change among the two types of proteins. The role of C467 in
the internal side of the substrate binding would be to facilitate the release of an H-bond.
This bond would probably slow down the reorientation of the substrate-free transporter
towards the outward conformation, according to the antiport mechanism. In the case of
the mutant C467A, the lack of SH group generates a protein able to mediate a measurable
unidirectional transport reaction.

Cholesterol interaction with protein has also been investigated. Cholesteryl hemisuc-
cinate strongly activated the Na+

ex-[3H]glutamineex/glutaminein antiport in proteolipo-
somes without affecting the Km for glutamine. A strategy based on the specific targeting
of tryptophan and cysteine located in the neighborhood of cholesterol poses, which were
revealed by computational approach, has been employed to reveal the direct binding [200].

Interestingly, the overexpressed protein reconstituted in the proteoliposome system
allowed us to reveal not just neutral amino acid transport, but also the sodium dependent
antiport glutamate/glutamine stimulated by a proton gradient. A proton flux directed to-
wards the intraliposomal/cellular compartment coupled to glutamate has been shown [195].
Moreover, the role of sodium has been investigated. A role in stability and folding has been
found and by setting up a fluorometric assay, an inwardly directed flux of sodium has been
demonstrated with a stoichiometry of 2 Na+:1 Gln [199].

The protein obtained according to the procedure pointed out by Pingitore et al. was
used for structure studies, as well. The resolution of the ASCT2 3D structures highlighted
that the transport occurs with a one-gate elevator mechanism in which the transport domain
slides over the scaffold domain with the consequent translocation of amino acids [20].

Considering ASCT2 over-expression in cancer cells, it has been proposed as a potential
target for antitumor drugs, showing the requirement of a system/tool like yeast cells or
liposomes to perform high-throughput screening.

4.2. SLC2A1, SLC2A2, SLC2A3, SLC2A4, SLC2A5

The SLC2 family includes fourteen hGLUT transporters, categorized into three clusters
based on sequence similarity. SLC2A1, SLC2A2, SLC2A3, SLC2A4, and SLC2A5, which are
representative members of the three clusters, have been expressed in yeast. The hGLUT1
(SLC2A1) wild-type and the His-tagged constructs were used to transform different S.
cerevisiae strains: the proteinase deficient strains (BJ2168 and MC2) and the strain which can
tolerate copper induction (DY150). Different vectors were tested to achieve the best protein
expression level: pYPMA, pYES2, and pYEX-BX (see Table 2) [201]. Later, engineered
S. cerevisiae strains, incapable of growing on glucose or related monosaccharides, were
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created generating useful assay systems for ligand screening of the class I GLUTs and of the
class II member, GLUT5 [202,204,236]. The first generated strain was the EBY.18ga (∆hxt)
which was deleted for all the endogenous hexose transporters HXTs, the homologous of the
GLUTs; the EBY.VW4000 strain (∆hxt ∆mph) was then obtained by further deletion of genes
coding maltose transporters (MPH2, MPH3) through the loxP-Cre recombinase system in
a CEN.PK2-1C strain background [64,65]. Detailed protocols are available for handling
this strain and characterizing expressed sugar transporters [237]. These strains have been
employed for the first time to achieve hGLUT1 and hGLUT4 expression. To obtain the
insertion of the glucose transporters into the membrane in an active form, additional
mutations had to be added to both the yeast genome and the GLUT sequence [64,236].
Thus, further strains were constructed: the EBY.S7 (∆hxt fgy1-1) and the EBY.F4-1 mutant
strain (∆hxt fgy1-1 fgy4X) (see Table 1). Homologous recombination allowed hGLUT1 and
hGLUT4 insertion in all these four yeast strains using the linearized YEp4H7 plasmid.
Protein production was under the transcriptional control of a strong and constitutive HXT7
expression cassette. Only the successful expression of a functional protein would allow
the cells to grow. This was achieved only in strains EBY.S7 and EBY.F4-1. The HXT2
promoter was tested in place of the strong HXT7 promoter in controlling the expression
of GLUT4 in the strains EBY.S7 and EBY.F4-1. The slow growth of the EBY.S7 cells and
much faster growth of the EBY.F4-cells were observed. Subcellular localization analysis by
density gradient centrifugation revealed that GLUT1 localized at the plasma membrane
of EBY.18ga and EBY S7 strains, while GLUT4 was in intracellular structures of EBY.18ga
strain. Concerning GLUT4, maximal localization at the plasma membrane was found in
EBY.F4-1 cells. Thus, kinetics was investigated in intact yeast cells using D-[U-14C]-glucose
employing the EBY.F4-1 mutant strain for GLUT4 and EBY.S7 for GLUT1. Inhibition
by cytochalasin B and substrate specificities were measured. Some years later, a further
attempt to express hGLUT1, was performed employing the S. cerevisiae glucose transport-
null strain, RE700A, in which just HXT 1–7 of the 20 hexose transporters were deleted
and which was unable to grow on glucose media but capable to grow on maltose [68].
The simplest strain was transfected with the p426GPD yeast expression vector containing
DNA encoding for the GLUT1 wild-type, the mutant GLUT1-338-A3, or the C-terminal
hemagglutinin 6His-tagged GLUT1 (GLUT1-HA-H6). hGLUT1 localized to the plasma
membrane. Indeed, this strain was able to grow on glucose. Transport assays were
performed in cells following [3H]-D-glucose or [3H]-2-deoxy-D-glucose uptake. RE700A-
GLUT1-338-3A grew on maltose but could not survive on glucose. Moreover, the 5′UTR-
GLUT1-HA-H6 construct was obtained improving GLUT1 expression in RE700A. The
choice of the RE700A strain was based on the consideration that repression by glucose is
exerted on many of the hexose transporters. An upregulation under selective pressure has
been emphasized [237], which could likely lead to a high frequency of suppressor mutations.
These considerations make hxt0 the election strain for GLUTs study. The S. cerevisiae EBYS7
strain was employed to investigate the role of Ile287 in human GLUT1. This residue
corresponds to Asn331 of the yeast Hxt2 which has been shown responsible for the high-
affinity glucose transport activity of this transporter [203]. To this aim the GLUT1-pVT
construct has been prepared: human GLUT1 gene has been introduced in the multicopy
vector pVT102-U (YEp URA3 bla) under the control of the ADH1 promoter. 287X series of
GLUT1 mutants were substituted for the corresponding region of GLUT1 in GLUT1-pVT.
Glucose transport in cells has been measured following D-[14C]glucose uptake. “Medium-
size” residues at the 287 position were determinants of high glucose affinity. Effects of
phloretin and cytochalasin B were evaluated supporting the Ile287 location at or close to the
presumed exofacial binding site for glucose. Human GLUT1 was expressed in P. pastoris, as
well. To this aim, it was cloned in a pPICZ B vector and the X33 strain was employed [180].
An 8His tag and a Factor Xa cleavage site were inserted. The N-linked glycosylation site
was removed to avoid impairments in protein crystallization. The following constructs
were obtained: aglyco-GLUT1–FXa-polyHis and aglyco-GLUT1 D37–FXa-polyHis. The last
was obtained by removing 37 AA at the C terminus to obtain a less flexible protein suitable
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for crystallization trials. Multiple copies of the expression cassette (pAOX1 promoter–gene–
Zeocin) were integrated into the yeast genome by homologous recombination. GLUT1 was
properly targeted to the plasma membrane. After purification, GLUT1 was functionally
reconstituted into proteoliposomes.

Concerning the hGLUT2 expression, the C-terminally-fused to a Green Fluorescent
Protein (GFP)-8His tag was expressed under the strong galactose inducible CYC-GAL
promoter which was enhanced by over-expressing the Gal4 transcriptional activator in the
PAP1500 strain [60]. The construct was generated by in vivo homologous recombination
transforming PAP1500 cells with the hGLUT2 PCR fragment, a GFP PCR fragment, and
the pEMBLyex4 vector (PAP7913). Growth at 15 ◦C resulted, after galactose induction,
in a stable accumulation of the protein at the plasma membrane and intracellular mem-
branes. Expression of functional hGLUT2 and hGLUT3 was achieved in the hxt0 yeast
system [66]. The linearized p426H7 or pRS62K vector was assembled via homologous
recombination into EBY.VW4000, EBY.S7 or SDY.022 with the GLUT3 which was ampli-
fied with oligonucleotides having 30–40 base pair overhangs to the applied promoter
(HXT7-1–329) or terminator (CYC1) region. Growth was observed just in the EBY.S7 and
SDY.022 cells after five days of incubation on glucose indicating that no further mutations,
except for the fgy1 mutation, in the yeast strain were essential for restoring growth on
glucose. Notwithstanding, in the bigger colonies the S66Y mutation was found beneficial
for functionality but not essential for growth differently by the fgy1 mutation typical of
the EBY-S7 strain. These findings were confirmed by employing the GLUT3-S66Y mutant.
Concerning hGLUT2, no growth was observed. Comparison among GLUTs primary se-
quences drove mutagenesis of the amino acids 101–103. Moreover, N-glycosylation site
at position 62 was mutated. None of these modifications resulted in growth on glucose
containing medium. An important difference among GLUT2 and the other GLUTs is the
presence of the largest extracellular loop between TMD1 and TMD2. Hence, a GLUT3-like
loop was introduced obtaining the GLUT2∆loop. Moreover, other mutants were obtained
in which a serine substituted the loop (GLUT2∆loopS) to be comparable to GLUT3 and
the lysine preceding the deleted region was mutated to serine (GLUT2K54S_∆loop), corre-
sponding to S55 of GLUT3, but inserted at the beginning instead of the end of the deleted
loop. Each of the loop modifications allowed the growth on glucose. A crucial effect on
GLUT2 activity was played by the additional point mutation Q455R combined with the
∆loopS modification. The best activities of GLUT2 and GLUT3 constructs were observed
in the EBY.S7 cells. The additional mutation in GLUT2∆loopS (Q455R) and GLUT3 (S66Y)
improved the transport activities. Inhibition of GLUT2 and GLUT3 by phloretin was found
confirming this system’s applicability to screen GLUT2 inhibitors.

Functional expression of the human GLUT5 in the hxt0 strain was achieved by the
introduction of mutations [205]. The p426MET25 vector was used to transform EBY.VW4000
cells with the WT or the truncated form of the hGLUT5 (GLU5tr) in which the first seven
amino acids at the N-terminus had been removed. Expression of GLUT5 should confer
growth of yeast cells on fructose but a very low percentage of the clones could grow. In
isolated plasmids, the following mutations located in the second transmembrane helix of
GLUT5 (as occurred for GLUT1) were found: S72Y and S76I (in both GLUT5 and GLU5tr);
S76N (in GLUT5). These mutant constructs were amplified and inserted in the pRS72K
vector between the truncated HXT7 promoter and cyc terminator by a gap-repair procedure
and transformed into EBY.VW4000 strain. Growth was confirmed on fructose-containing
media. GFP constructs containing mutations were prepared: sGFP was inserted in the
p426MET25_GLUT5 construct. Localization at the plasma membrane and endomembrane
system was observed, indicating that mutations do not directly affect the trafficking of
the protein. This system was employed to evaluate inhibitors or activators through the
14C-radiolabeled fructose uptake assay or by cell growth assays in fructose-based media.
Mutations do not have a major influence on transport kinetics and inhibition.

Inhibitor discovery was undertaken through in silico ligand screening and in vivo val-
idation in the hxt0 yeast system [202,204]. 163 small compounds, selected by in silico ligand
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screening using a GLUT2 inward-facing conformation model, were tested in the EBY.S7
strain expressing the human GLUT2∆loopS_Q455R which shares the GLUT2 functional
properties [202]. 14C-hexoses (glucose or fructose) have been employed in transport assays.
The selectivity of the identified GLUT2 inhibitors was determined, testing their effect on
the other Class I GLUTs (GLUT1, 3, 4) and on the class II GLUT5. GLUT1, GLUT3-S66Y,
GLUT4, and GLUT5-S72Y were inserted in specific hxt0 strains (EBY.VW4000 for GLUT5,
EBY.S7 for GLUT1-3, and SDY.022 for GLUT4). Very potent and specific GLUT2 inhibitors
were identified. 200 ligand candidates selected through in silico screening of an 8 million
compounds library against the inward- and outward-facing models of GLUT3, were tested
for in vivo inhibition of GLUT3 expressed in the hxt0 yeast system [204]. The effect was
evaluated by measuring the accumulation of radioactive glucose in hxt0 yeast cells in the
absence or presence of the compounds. IC50 for transport inhibition was calculated in the
wild-type and S66Y GLUT3 (GLUT3-S66Y) hxt0 yeast system. Specificity was assessed by
testing the resulting six new GLUT3 inhibitors on the other GLUTs, employing strains and
constructs previously described.

5. Discussion

The international scientific community strongly recommends improving the study
and the de-orphanization process of the SLCs, most of which are known to be implicated
in the development and progression of many diseases and the vast majority of which
have not yet been considered in therapy [7,13]. Although the employment of human cells
is gradually becoming established in human transporter production aimed at structural
studies, by far the cheapest yeast remains highly topical as a transporter expression system.
This is due to the various advantages associated with this system (for which the reader is
referred to Section 1) and to the various opportunities which yeast offers. Many examples
of transporters expressed in yeast, functionally and kinetically characterized by in vivo
or in proteoliposomes transport assays, are reported in this review. Other cases of trans-
porter expression have allowed SLC identification which has been made possible by the
employment of engineered deleted strains: this is the case of the hCTR1 (see Section 3.1
for details), responsible for the high-affinity uptake of copper in humans, identified by
complementation assay in yeast; or of the newly identified Golgi nucleotide sugar trans-
porter SLC35B4 or of SLC25A51 (MCART1) (see Table 3 for details). Engineered deleted
strains allowed yeast transporters identification as well, as occurred in the case of the
yeast aspartate-glutamate carrier Agc1, identified as the orthologue of the human AGC
isoforms, Aralar1 (SLC25A12/AGC1) and citrin (SLC25A13/AGC2) (see Table 3 for details).
The yeast system has allowed the unraveling of the role played by residues conserved
among transporters and the evaluation of the effect of disease-associated mutations on
protein function (see as example Section 3.2.3 for details). Then, specific transporter in-
hibitors have been identified by the in silico ligand screening/yeast-based HTS strategy (see
Sections 3.2.4 and 4.2 for details). Yeast has been employed for the cysteine-accessibility
and permeant protection assays, as well, which made it possible to postulate the transloca-
tion pathway (see Section 4.1 for details). In addition, yeast was revealed to be precious
for industrial purposes: transporter engineering strategy in yeast had important effects on
industrial production (see Section 3.2.5 for details). On the other side, problems that may be
encountered using yeast are in some cases apparent, e.g., the lack of the correct localization
of a transporter in the yeast plasma membrane which could be overcome by purifying
and reconstituting the protein in liposomes for functional studies; moreover, strategies
have been developed to increase ER folding capacity and thus to prevent the unfolded
protein response (UPR), allowing the protein to reach plasma membrane (see Section 3.2.2
for details). Ultimately, the easy genetic manipulation and relatively low production costs
make yeast a tool of excellence for protein production in general, and thanks to the ability
of yeast to be inserted into membrane correctly folded membrane proteins, it continues to
be a tool of choice for the production of human SLCs for subsequent studies of structure
and/or function.
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